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NoCI -fhe questfon paper consists of thr€e seclions A, B & C. All questions are compulsory.
S€ction A- Attempt all MCQ qu.stions
Section B- Attempt one question from each unit.
Section C- Attempt one question fron each unit.

The stLrdl of hor" words are put logether is:

a. Syntax

b. Morphology

c. Phonology
d. Semantics

e. Crammar

The studv of phonolo-u; includes which topic?

A. Examining individual language sound pattems
B. Mapping out the possible ways that humans use speech organs to cre te sounds
c. Both A and B
D. None ofthe above

The English words through and /rreu'are examples of

iI. Autonynry
b. Polysemy
c. Synonymy
d. Homophony
e. Denotation

The minimal unit of meaning in a language is a(n)

a. Morpheme

b. Phoneme

c. Allophone

d. Phone

c. word

The study of meaning in Iinguistic anthropology is called

. pragmatics

b. phonologv

c. morphology

d. semantics

e. phenolory

The form 'Dog' is a ...morpheme

I

a. a t'ree nrorpheme



I

I

@
b. flee variation
c. bor.rnd morpheme
r l. none ofthe above

are also called secondary phonemes.

a. Supraseg'nenlal

b. Morphemes

c. A llornorplrs

d. allophoncs

The final consonants lsl. /zl and /izl in the words'cats', 'dogs' and 'boxes' are instances
,]

a. Allophones

b. Allopmorphs
c. Minimal pairs

d. None ofthe above

Section - B 4*6=24

Q.1

Q.2

Q.3

Q.4

Short answer type questions (word limit 200-250)

What are a llomorphs.

Or

classify English Phonemes.

Explain different types of Morphemes

Or

Explain lC analysis.

Explain in brief any four: Antonymy, Polysemy, Honronymy, Collocation, Synonymy

Or

What are seme ne?

Explain Phrase Structure Grammar with examples.

Or

Enumerate limitations of Phrase Structure Grammar.



Section - C

Long answer questions (Word limit 400-500 words)

Q.1 Explain different fundamental features of Speech Sounds.

OR

Write a note on any two ofthe followin8: Length, Stress, Pitch, lntoriation.

Q.2 What are immediate Constituents in lC analysis, explain in detail.

Or

Write models of lc analysis in detail and provide 05 tree diagrams with sentences

of your choice.

Q.3 Enumerating differences write a detail note on Collocation and set.

Or

Write a detail note on SEMENE.

Q.4 Phrase Structure Grammar fails to account for the recursive process which is one of the most

productive processes in a language. Explain this enumerating limitations of t SG.

Or

Write three different models of Grammar given by famous linguists.


